Train Shuttle Manual
The Train Shuttle is a simple DCC Command station with built-in detectors. Two of
the detectors, End1 and End2 wait for a settable delay time and then reverse the
locomotive direction. Mid1 stops the train for a delay period and then continues the
locomotive in the same direction (station stop). The speed of the locomotive is set
with the speed knob and the direction can be changed with the Direction button.
The Train Shuttle can also be used as a simple DCC throttle. However, the Train
Shuttle cannot program decoders or activate sounds.
Any locomotive with a short (2-digit) address in the range of 1-99 can be run without the need to set an
address. If you have a locomotive with a long (4-digit) address there are several choices: program it to
use the secondary 2-digit address temporarily; program in a 2-digit consist address; or program the
address into the Train Shuttle with an optional adapter (See Four Digit Addresses below).
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Every time the Train Shuttle senses a train at a gap it sends DCC Accessory Commands with a number
that signifies the event. See the table above for a list of events and the address of each event. For
example each time the train crosses in to End1 a command at address 1 is sent. The command
alternates between throw and close. Thus if a turnout is connected to an accessory decoder with address
1, it will alternate between thrown and closed allowing the train to go down a different track fork each
time. The end of each fork should have a gap and be connected to End2 so that the train will reverse at
the end of each fork.

Notes
You should put a barrier at the end of the tracks to prevent the train from falling off in case the train fails to
stop.
If the train starts in an end block it may start the wrong way - in this case press the direction button to
reverse the train.
If you want the train to decelerate (CV 4) and accelerate gently (CV 3) you can program this in the
locomotive decoder.
The gap should be the length of the locomotive. However, the length of the gap will need to be longer if
you run your trains fast. It takes about half a second for a decoder to react after the gap is
reached. You will also want longer end sections if the locomotive decoder has gradual
deceleration set.
When the train leaves the end sections, the system waits for 5 seconds before detecting
again, so if the train returns before the 5 seconds are up it will not set off the detector.
4-Digit Addresses (Long) Addresses using the Optional Adapter
Up to 16 -digit addresses can be added to the Train Shuttle with an optional adapter.
The adapter allows you to use the 4-dials to set a long address. Note that so called 4digit addresses can be less than 1000 - for example 0033 is a long address. Connect Use button to step
the adapter to the 3-pin connector on the back next to the power jack. The white wire
goes towards the back (see photo to left).
To activate, press the Direction button until the LED flashes and then let go. The screen
Dial in the loco
will show the first of 16 available address positions.
address and the press
Use the button to step the address and then use the 4 dials to set the address.
button to save
Press the button again to save. The address will be saved when the power goes off.
To abort, hold the button down until the screen goes blank.
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